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CADD Centre has organized the “Global Achievers 
Conference 2018” at Hyderabad to celebrate 
the annual achievements. The event returns, 
with an agenda of Award Ceremonies, Business 
Opportunity Meet, Evening events and much 
more. We had invited all our Partners from all over 
the world to explore our theme  "Transform 180 to 
Transcend". More than 300+ CADD partners had 
participated. The event had Award night, where 
the partners received high praise from Dignitaries 
and Delegates for their outstanding performances, 
there was a partner networking Session and 
inspiring motivational speech from Shri Gaur 
Gopal das (International Life Coach), Mr. Sujith 
Kumar (Founder & Managing Trustee - Maatram 
Foundation), and Mr. Raja Krishnamoorthy (The 
HR thought leader). 
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CONFERENCE 2018

Celebrating 30 years
of Training Excellence
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     AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEM
ANSYS 19.2 introduced the ANSYS 
VRXPERIENCE, which permits operators to 
fully and realis�cally simulate independent 
vehicles using real-world customizable 
condi�ons.

     INCREASED USE OF OPTICS
ANSYS 19.2 contains a capital of general 
op�cal imita�on tools, such as ANSYS SPEOS 
which is one solu�on for imita�on of op�cs 
and optoelectronics. These new tools permit 
imita�on of ligh�ng, interior and exterior 
ligh�ng, cameras and LiDARs, and delivers 
designers with the ability to assess op�cal 
performance while reducing expansion �me 
and costs.

     DIGITAL TWINS BUG
New capabili�es of ANSYS 19.2 make it easier 
to shape, authen�cate and organize digital 
twins more quickly. Now, users can create 
images of 3D fields of sta�c ROMs (Reduced 
Order Modeling) and view simula�on results, 
such as speed and flow rate, on the 3D 
geometry of the twin.

     PRESERVATIVE MANUFACTURING
ANSYS 19.2 con�nues to deliver the Addi�ve 
Suite and Addi�ve Print tools for imagining 
3D prin�ng processes. It also offers a beta 
version of Addi�ve Science. This technology 
allows operators to simulate the micro 
structure and advance insight into the 
proper�es of the final published part. 

     COMPUTERIZED FLUID DYNAMICS
In the fluids suite, ANSYS 19.2 delivers new 
features to accelerate CFD simula�ons for 
boos�ng produc�vity. It works on the basis 
of Mosaic meshing technology. 
      

      DISCOVER LIVE UPDATES
This feature gives a boost to its abili�es by 
allowing users to account for the angular 
speed of rota�ng components in a fluid 
simula�on. This is especially useful for 
understanding the result of wheel rota�on 
on a vehicle and detec�ng real-world trends 
in virtual designs.

      PHYSICAL SIMULATIONS
The new Material Designer feature can 
make full models of fiber-filled, woven 
or la�ce resources, and then calculate 
equivalent belongings for use in larger-scale 
imita�ons. In topology op�miza�on, 
ANSYS 19.2 has extra loading op�ons, 
manufacturing restraints that are perfect 
for preserva�ve manufacturing, and a sole 
la�ce op�miza�on capability.  

Overall, the features mentioned above 
shows some additional features incorporated 
in ANSYS 19.2. Precisely, these additional 
features would improve the productivity of 
ANSYS and would enhance the overall user 
experience.
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NOW ANSYS
WITH FASTEST CFD, AUTONOMOUS

VEHICLES AND MANY MORE

ANSYS a company which develops, markets and supports 
engineering replication software used to forecast how product 
designs will act in real-world environment. Engineering 
simulation is their sole focus. Their latest release of ANSYS 
19.2 software has updated tools that will support autonomous 
vehicles designing, additive manufacturing, optics and 
assembly. Some of the important features of ANSYS 19.2 are:

Top 5 Points on
IMPLEMENTATION OF VR
IN PRODUCT DESIGNING
Today's most ground-breaking manufacturing 
companies are saving thousands of dollars and 
reducing construc�on �ming by implemen�ng 
virtual reality (VR). Whether these organiza�ons 
are designing or authen�ca�ng their concepts, or 
seeing their applica�on in real-�me on the 
construc�on floor, immersive imagining is 
proving its worth. Therefore, we have listed 
below some points to demonstrate the 
applica�on of VR, check it out:

1. CAD-oriented product design 
VR is mainly useful to product design teams when 
they are tes�ng and interrela�ng with the 
product.

2. Dis�nguish in details
Interpre�ng a virtual product design at a high 
frame rate is significant for interac�ve skills that 
need a lot of movement on the por�on of the 
user. Understanding that there is a catch-22 
between assigning resources for geometric 
difficulty and frame rate.

3. Aesthe�cs of geometry 
Product designs vary importantly, and therefore, 
significance of aesthe�cs versus func�onality 
needs to be understood well in advance. 
High-quality, fully detailed forms are important 
features that helps to communicate the aesthe�c 
value.

4. Implemen�ng VR system is not a piece of  
cake
Though the charge of implemen�ng a VR system 
for product design con�nues to go down; 
however, the financial resources required to 
build, func�on and con�nue it is substan�al. 
Ge�ng people on board internally will be as 
s�mula�ng as convincing decision-makers in 
management to pay money.

5. Return on Investments must not depress 
Once the VR system is upheld at your 
organiza�on, track how frequently people are 
using it, what they are using it for, and why they 
are using it on database. These records can help 
you create approxima�ons for poten�al gains. 
Precisely VR system not only helps product design 
team with advance procedures, but also  supports 
product’s lifecycle. More so, it assists the team to 
understand the ins and outs of installing, working, 
upholding and fixing a VR system design to 
produce greater ROI.

Image courtesy: www.engineering.com || 
www.ansys-blog.com|| 3dprint.com || youtube.com 
www.ansys.com || https://blogs.solidworks.com ||
intelligy.com 

VR XPERIENCE

Physical Simulation

Computerized Fluid Dynamics

Increased use of optics
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       he SOLIDWORKS World 2018  got a preview of some of the features to come in SOLIDWORKS 2019 and many of these features caused the Los  
     Angeles crowd to break out in spontaneous applause. SOLIDWORKS 2019 contains many exciting improvements and new capabilities that help 
you design, present and communicate your ideas faster and easier. Let’s have a sneak peek on the top 8 features:
T

Sneak Peek on
Top Eight Features of
SOLIDWORKS 2019

MESH SLICING AND
TOPOLOGY STUDY2.

      3D TEXTURIZE BODY1.

PARTIAL FILLET4.
DEFEATURING ASSEMBLY7.

ON THE SURFACE8.

E-DRAWINGS AND
VR SUPPORT5.

SOLIDWORKS VISUALIZE
DENOISER6.GROUP MATES BY RANK3.

This feature promises to be a massive boon 
in screening products as they look in real life, 
such as a grip on a lever. It generates an offset 
mesh body from current stable, with control 
panels to refine the size and texture.

The upcoming version of the so�ware will do 
a form op�miza�on taking inputs as stress, 
factor of care and occurrence constraints. 
More so, the new net slicing feature would 
help make drawings from the subsequent 
mesh body and uphold posi�ons.

suppressed, inac�ve, unfold and over-defined 
mates together.

As you can group mates by their posi�on 
you’ll be able to cluster mistakes as

You’ll enjoy that chamfers and fillets can be 
par�ally applied to an edge. You’ll be able to 
regulate the distance, percentage, orienta�on 
and drag lever offsets.

SOLIDWORKS 2019 will add Virtual Reality to 
support E-Drawing viewers, thereby allowing 
users to view virtual drawings.

quickly provide photo realis�c renderings. 
SOLIDWORKS will give a 10x boost in 
rendering performance. 

SOLIDWORKS Visualize will integrate NVIDIA’s 
AI-based Op�x “Denoising” technology to 

Now the users will have capabili�es of 
Defeaturing Assemblies, protec�ng the 
form and spirit of an assembly while bea�ng 
irrelevant or delicate details. 

People who like to take notes by hand, this 
2019 genera�on so�ware will allow users to 
markup their models with handwri�en notes, 
which will be saved with that model. The next 
genera�on of so�ware will enable users to 
bring some exci�ng possibili�es to Microso� 
surface users. Microso� surface pen users will 
also be able to get most out of their stylus, 
as the so�ware will automa�cally convert 
drawing into an applicable feature.

Notably, SOLIDWORKS 2019 is all set to 
revolutionize the design industry in the year 
2019. So, get ready to witness some dramatic 
transformation with these new SOLIDWORKS 
features. 


